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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a real, symmetric matrix, and consider the quadratic form 9(u) = &AC 
restricted to the unit sphere. Let Q(t) be the area on the unit sphere of the set of 
vectors u with 9(u) < t. In this paper, we study the smoothness properties of Q: it 
fails to be analytic at the eigenvalues of A, and we give a detailed description of its 
behavior at such points. 
STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
Consider the following experiment. Let A = diag(0, 1,3), and q : S” c 
R3 -+ R be the quadratic form q(v) = u*Au. Compute the values of q for a 
random collection of uniformly distributed vectors over the sphere, and graph 
its accumulated distribution Q : R -+ R, given in Figure 1 for a sample of 
2000 points. 
As the reader can (correctly) guess by looking at this graph, Q fails to be 
smooth exactly at the spectrum of A: for the extreme eigenvalues, left and 
right derivatives are different, while for the central eigenvalue, both side 
derivatives are equal to infinity. In this paper we state and prove the 
generalization of this result to arbitrary dimensions. Let A be a real symmet- 
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FIG. 1. 
ric matrix of size N with spectrum A, < 
form restricted to the unit sphere in RN, 
**. < A,, q the associated quadratic 
and Q the accumulated distribution 
of q, 
e(t) = “ol(:“-l) / dV> 
Dt 
where dV is the standard volume form on the unit sphere SN- ’ and 
D, = {v E SN-’ (q(v) < t). W e s a use Iverson’s notation and write h 11 
[PI = ( 1 if 9 holds, 0 otherwise, 
where 9 is any condition. Let V,, be the surface of the unit sphere S”- ’ 
in R”. 
THEOREM. The accumulated distribution Q is real analytic outside the 
spectrum of A. Let A be an eigenvalue of multiplicity 1 = N - n - m such 
that the spectrum of A contains m eigenvalues strictly smaller than h and n 
eigenvalues strictly larger than A. Then Q can be written in a neighborhood 
of h in a unique way as 
Q(t) = go(t) + It - /Il(t - A)((n+nr)‘z)P1gl(t) 
+(t _ /qn+m G?dt - AOgdt) 
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ifn fmise~en,oras 
Q(t) = go(t) + [t > A]Jt - AI(“+“‘)‘2g3(t) + [t < h]lt - ~l(~+“‘)‘“~&) 
if n + m is odd, where all functions g, are real analytic near A. Set 
PA = n*,+ A (A’ - A). For n + m cuen, 
g,( A) = [n is even]( - l)ln” 1 
1’1 Y, + ,,i 
2 (n + ni)&J ’ 
g2( A) = [n is odd]( - 1)(‘J1+‘)‘2 1 
v,v ?I + ?,1 
77 (n + rn>J&J ’ 
and for n + m odd, 
gs( A) = [n is odd]( - l)r,1’2 
Vl a:! + III 
(rl + q&J ’ 
g4(A) = [niseven](-l)n’2+1 
1’ v 1 II + ,,I 
(n + ?rl)Ji3ssJ 
Notice that exactly one of gr( A) and g2(A> is zero when n + rn is even 
and that exactly one of gs(A) and g4(A) is zero when n + m is odd. This 
implies that Q(t) is of class C I(tl+r)1)/21-1 but not ofclass Cl(n+J,l)/21 at A. 
Uniqueness of the analytic functions gi is trivial given existence. The 
theorem follows from an argument full of calculations, which we split into 
steps. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Step 0: Analyticity of Q outsi& the Spectrum of A 
For convenience, set DtO,,, = D,, - D,(,. Let t,, < t, be two regular 
values of q with no eigenvalues of A in between. Let L, = {u E S Km ’ 1 
q(v) = t). Notice that L, for t E [t,, tl] IS an analytic compact manifold. 
The gradient of q, after normalization, gives rise to a flow defining an analytic 
diffeomorphism & between LfO X [t,, t,) and D,,,,,: it takes the pair (G,), t) 
to the point u with q(o) = t, which can be reached from 0,) by following the 
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normalized gradient (a good reference for this kind of construction is [3]). We 
must then have 
by the change of variables induced by +a: notice ldet @a] is analytic, since it is 
never zero. 
Step 1: Behavior of Q at Extreme Eigenvalues of A 
Without loss, we consider Q close to the smallest eigenvalue h = A, with 
multiplicity 1. We split vectors in RN as 0 = (z, x> = (z,, . . . , zl, x1,. . . , xn>, 
and then the quadratic form becomes 
since v is of unit length. Notice that, as expected, q(o) 2 A. For t slightly 
larger than A, we want to compute Q(t) = /n, dV. In order to perform a 
change of variables, we parametrize D, by the diffeomorphism $i : S’- ’ X 
E, + D, with &C-y, x) = (dxy, x1, where 
~(A,+i-A)xf<t-A 
i 
We now compute how the volume element changes under +i. We 
construct a convenient orthogonal basis of tangent vectors at the point (y, r> 
for x z 0. First, take I - 1 vectors of the form (?, O), where + is necessarily 
orthogonal to 7. Next take n - 1 vectors of the form (0, i), where the i are 
taken to be orthogonal to 1c E R”. The last vector is (0, x>. By taking 
derivatives, we see that this basis is taken to the ortho onal basis of vectors of 
the form (dz+,O), (0, X), and (( -]a~]~/dk)-y, x). It then 
immediately follows that the absolute value of the determinant of the 
Jacobian matrix of +i at the point (7, x) is (1 - 1x12)(1-2)/2. Therefore 
Q(t) = Vljl;(l - ]x]~)(‘-~)‘~ dV. 
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Now parametrize the ellipsoid E, by the ball B 6 = {u; E R” 1 Z,wB < 
(t - A)‘} b the natural linear change of coordinates with determinant given 
by 1/ s’ I p,l, where p, is as defined in the statement of the theorem. We 
then have 
Q(t) = J!- 
Jjg BJt-h l- F ,,“I”h / i I 
(I - 2)/2 
dV 
(l-2)/2 
=- \/t-Ap-l dtIdr 
where 0 = (8,, . . . , 8,) E S”- ’ and 
Notice that h,(r) is the average over a sphere of radius r around the origin 
of the analytic function of u: given by (1 - I&uI~/< A,, i - A))(‘-2)‘2: this last 
function has value one and derivative zero at the origin. Hence h, when 
extended to the negative numbers as an even function is a real analytic 
function with h,(O) = 1 and I&(O) = 0. We must then have 
Q(t) = [t > A]- vlv, (t - A)“‘“hl(t), 
n&J 
where h, is an analytic function with h,(h) = 1. This completes step 1. 
We are left with the case when A is not an extreme eigenvalue of A. Let 
A be an eigenvalue of multiplicity 1 such that there are m strictly smaller 
eigenvalues and n strictly larger eigenvalues, always counted with multiplici- 
ties. Write v = (y, z, X) = (yl, . . . . ym, zr,.. ., zl, x1, . . . . x,). Again, since 
v is a unit vector, we have 
Y(V) = * + 4x(“> - Y,/(4 
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where 
Each term inside the summations is greater than or equal to zero. 
We now illustrate our approach to the study of Q(t) for t near A in a 
simple low-dimensional example. Let A = diag(0, 1,3), and consider the 
level sets 9(v) = 0.9, 9(u) = 1, and 9(o) = 1.1 as shown in Figure 2. Notice 
that, for t slightly greater than 1, Q(t) = Q(l) + Area(D,, t) and the region 
D, t is bounded by the level sets of 1 and t. Similarly, for t slightly smaller 
than 1, Q(t) = Q(1) - Area(D,, i> and the region D,, i is again bounded by 
the level sets of 1 and t. The areas to be computed break into parts as shown 
in Figure 2. If the portion of the boundary of H intersecting relevant level 
sets is analytic, we expect the area outside H to vary analytically in t, as is to 
be proved in a moment for the general case. We must therefore compute the 
area inside H, inducing us to choose H so that computations will be feasible. 
It will be convenient to define a function q : S” + R such that T(U) = 
&Z?+Jm> h’*h’ 1.1 w IL is c ear y analytic whenever the vectors x and y 
are both nonzero. Let H = {v = (y, z, x) E S” 1 v(v) < R}, where R is a 
sufficiently small fKed number. More precisely, we ask R to be small enough 
so that, say, 1~1~ = ClqkG2~i > i for all (y, z, x) E H; we shall find it 
convenient to demand some further conditions on R later on. We now write 
FIG 2. 
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@l(t) = /II, ” I/ nv, QJU = /I),_,l rlv, and Q(t) = Qo(t) + Q,(t). W’e claim 
that for 1 inside a fixed open neighborhood of A the function Q,< r> is 
analytic, so that our study reduces to p<,(t). 
Step 2: Analyticity of Q1 near A 
The analyticity of PI(t) can be proved in two distinct ways: one more 
geometric and conceptual, which we now sketch: the other, which is more 
elementaT and explicit, will be detailed later. The variables t,, < A < t, will 
he chosen close enough to A to guarantee that our construction works well. 
Let IJoh be an open subset of L, = {zj ) y(r;) = A} consisting of regular points 
of c/ onlv. As in the case of t outside the spectrum of A, we can easilb 
construct- a diffeomorphism from L: X [to, t,) to (a subset of, D,,, ( , pro- 
vided there are no other eigenvahles between t,, and t,. If we take 2; large 
and L,, and t, close to A, the image of this function contains D,,,, f, - H. The 
boundary of H is analytic and transversal to levels of 9, implying, after 
. pulling back by the diffeomorphism above, the desired result. 
E’c INW complete step 2. The idea is to parametrize D,“, ,, - H in order 
to express p,(t) in a manner explicit enough to infer the claim. Notice that 
there exists C < I, depending on the spectrum of A and the choice of H 
only, such that if / z / > C then u E H. Define a map #Q : S” - ’ X S “’ ’ >( 
Bi. X [A - C’, A + c’] 4 S”, taking (a, p, 2, t) to a vector c= 
p,,ij, ;,.sl..T), where B:: = (Z E R’I 1~1 ,< C), 2, = (A,,,_[+, - A)-‘/%,, 
and the positive numbers .s, and .Y,, are chosen so that 
,$f = 
(1 - 1~1”) + lQl’(t - A) 
IX12 + jg2 
,s2 = (1 - 1~1~) - lZl”(t - A) 
’ !/ 1.2-12 + l$l” . 
To ensure well-definedness and analyticity of &, all we need is to take C ’ 
small enough to guarantee the positivity of the right-hand sides of the 
formulas above. It is not hard to see that, under these conditions, 4Z is a 
diffeomorphism to a subset of S” containing DA_ (., A + (,., - H; however, 4Z 
does not parametrize this region in a way which is appropriate for computa- 
tions, due to the boundary arising from the removal of H. Let I#+) : S”- ’ X 
S”‘-’ X S’-’ X [0, C] X [A - C’, A + C’] + S3 be given 1)) 
~,!+~(a, /3, y, p, 1) = &(a, p, py, t). Notice that the function 77 0 I+!J” is ana- 
lytic and strictly decreasing, in fact with strictly negative partial derivative 
with respect to the variable p. By the implicit-function theorem we can solve 
for p in the equation (7 0 &,>(cw, p, y, p, t) = R, thus defining an analytic 
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function f,<a, p, y, t) = p. We then have, for t E [A - C’, h + C’], 
Qdt) = Qdh - C’) 
which is obviously analytic. 
Step 3: A Convenient Expression for Q. near A 
We begin with a parametrization of H by a product of a subset H, of 
R n+m with a sphere. Write a point of R"+"' as (5, y’) = 
(x’ 1>“‘> 2,. 4 1>“‘> rjm>; we have, of course, ) Zl” = C, < i $ n .Gf and 1 ij[” = 
ClsjGmij;. Define H, c R"+" by H, = ((2, G) E R"+m 1 IfI + 141 < R}. 
Let 4s : H, X S’- ’ + H be the diffeomorphism taking ((2, tj), 7) to 
( y, Z, x1, where 
2 = 
The well-de&redness 
121’ > ?j for points in 
de~nding on 2 and 
I 41 Ifi<% $I>, where 
notice furthermore 
(V,V,V,/ m)Nt - A), where 
and analyticity of (6s follow from the condition that 
H. We have that ldet +$I is a positive analytic function 
4 only; it can be written as (l/ m)(l + (\x’12 + 
fi is an analytic (and therefore bounded) function; 
that fi is even. We have Qa(t> = Qa(h) + 
. _ 
F(T) = -&j 
n m (i,$)EHO 
(1+(l~12+141”)f~(~. j))d(C 4)> 7GO. 
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In order to write F more explicitly we want to parametrize H,. Let 
$i :s”-i x s”-1 X [ - 1, I] X [0, R] -+ H, be defined by $4(~, p, s, r) = 
((1 + s)rcu,(l - s)r/3>. N o ice that the quadratic form 1 x’l - 1 ij I2 when t’ 
applied to $Jcx, /3, s, r> is equal to 4sr2. The function I/J, can clearly be 
used as a change of coordinates with ldet I,!J ‘((Y, p, s, r>l = 2 P,, .,(s)T”+ ” _ ‘, 
where P,,,,,,(s) = (1 + .s)~- ‘(1 - s)“- ‘: indeed, use polar coordinates to 
write X = r, CY and 4 = rh p and conclude that & = r,“- ’ dr, da and 
4 = r/Y dr, d/3. In our new coordinates, f,(g, 4) should be written as 
f,((l + s)ra, (1 - s)r/3); taking averages, set 
which is a bounded analytic function because f, is even. We then have 
F(T) = 2~1 0<4sr,<7 P,>,nL+-‘L+“‘-lJ 
-lg.s<I,O$r4R 
+r’jP(s, r”) drdy, 72 0, 
F(T) = -2// ri4,sr”<0 ~n,n~(s)~‘L+“‘~l~ 
-I$r<l,O<rGR 
+r2fz( s, r”) drds, 3-G 0. 
Split integrands and write F(T) = F,)(T) + FJT), where F” corresponds 
to I and F, corresponds to r2f2(s, r2>: 
and 
F,(T) = 2jo’/‘“~/o”~~,,,,(~)~~+~~~~~(s, r”) drds 
- 21~~~~~l”~,,~~(s)rn+~n+1~2(s, r’) drds. 
0 
where sgn(r), the sign of r, is 1 for r positive and - 1 for 7 negative. 
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Step 4: Behavior of F, 
Integrating with respect to r, we get 
n+ “, 





T’4RzPn, ,( s) ; 
n+m-l( n + m> sgn(7) i ) ds; 
we do not have to worry about noninteger exponents, because s and T always 
have the same sign. The first integral is a polynomial in T, so we are left with 
computing 
Write 
P,,,(S) = (1 + s)n-l(l - s)m-l = C an,m ‘s‘-l 
l<L<n+m-l ’ 
and integrate to get, for n + m even, 
F,(T) = c a n, m, ‘ 
~+ym,;~ (L - (n + m),‘2)(4R”)‘-‘“+““2 
TL 
- a,,,,(n+t),2(log4~2)~(“+m)‘2 
- I c (%n(w%.m,L ,#+“*)/2 1<rgn+m-1 L - (n + m)/2 L+(n+m)/z I 
+a n,m,(n+m),2(~% ~w~(“+n2)‘2 
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+a n.,n.(n+m),2(log ld)T(“+“z)‘” 
= polynomial f C11~)~((1L+f1’)/7)~’ + Cg~(n+7fJ)/” log 171 
and, for n + m odd, 
= polJJIIOmia1 + c3[T > o]~T~(“+‘“)‘2 + c,+[T < ()]171(“+“‘)“). 
We are done with step 4. 
Step 5: Behavior of F1 
We can write 
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where f3 is a bounded analytic function. We therefore have 
F,(T) = /7/4RZR’+,+zf3(s, R’) a!s 
0 
- y$( ;/-J)“+m+2f3(s. 2) ds. 
As in the previous step, the question reduces to studying the behavior of 
&(T) = [;(y2( j’“‘“““‘fJ s, 2) o!s. 
More precisely, we want to prove that 
I’,(T) = g,*(7) + lTl(T)‘“+m)‘2gT(7) + .((n+m)‘2)+l(log7)g,*(7) 
if n + m is even and that 
&(7) = go*(T) + [T > 0]171((n+m)‘2)+1g3*(7) + [7 < 0]17l((n+m)‘2)+lgq*(7) 
if 72 + m is odd, where all functions g* are real analytic near 0. Let us state 
and prove a lemma which will take care of this problem. 
LEMMA. Let a be a positive real number and f : [ - 1, l] x [0, A,,] + R 
be a real analytic function (i.e., analytic in some open neighborhood of the 
domain). Then there exist A E (0, A,), E > 0, g,*, and 
(1) if a is an integer, there exist analytic functions g;” and gg such thut 
g*w = g;( f)=f( s, 2) ds 
= go*(T) + 147 “-‘g:(T) + ~“(logl~l)g;(~); 
(2) if a is not an integer, there exist analytic functions gj and gz such 
that 
g*(T) = I;;(;( f);( s, ;) ds 
= go*(T) + [T > o]l7l”g;(7) = [T < o]lTl”g:(T). 
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Proof. We will use complex numbers freely. When computing real 
powers of complex numbers, we take the cut along the negative imaginary 
axis. Expand 
f(s,w) = c b,,$'u+L, 
VI I* 
which converges absolutely and uniformly for IsI < C and Iw I < 2 A, for 
appropriate choices of C and A (see, for example, [l]): 
c (b,,w(c”(2A)p < +m. 
v. CL 
Write 
Call the two terms in the right-hand side g,* (7) and gz(~) respectively. W’e 
then have 
where the integrand is analytic in the region of integration. When a is an 
integer, g,* is analytic and can be taken as part of go*. Otherwise, write g,* as 
[T > o]kd”g~, .(T) + [T < 0]1Tl”g~,,(T>, where $T,O and g;“,! are analytic &se 
to zero. Now expand f close to zero to get 
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The sum and the integral commute by Fubini’s theorem, yielding 
The second summand vanishes when a is not an integer; otherwise it can be 
written as 
where the sum is convergent for small T, and gives rise to the term gl in the 
statement of the lemma. The first summand is 
where the series are convergent for sufficiently small 7, and where the 
constants C and A have been chosen above. The first term in this expression 
is analytic. If a is an integer, the second term can be written in the form 
(analytic) + ]717’- ‘(analytic). If n is not an integer, split the second term as 
[r > O]]r(“(analytic) + [T < O]]rl”(analytic>. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. ??
Step S now is a direct application of the lemma to the function f3, where 
A,, = R”. Notice that this imposes a restriction on R which was announced 
above, but the function f3 does not depend on the choice of R. 
We recall the general scheme of the proof. We proved the theorem for 
points outside the spectrum of A and for extreme eigenvalues in steps 0 and 
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I. For an intermediate eigenvalue A, we split Q = Q. + Q1, where Q, is 
analytic (step 2). In step 3, we wrote Q,)(f) = Qo(A) + (V,,V,,,l~~/ m) 
(F,,(f - A) + F,(t - A)). In steps 4 and 5, we studied F,, and F, respectiveI\ 
with detail enough to obtain the claimed behavior of Q near A. CO~S~J- 
quentlv. 
Step 6: Expressions for C, , i = 1,2,3,4 
Notice first using the notation introduced in step 4, that 
t “+“’ -2P,l, ,,,(l/t’) = (- l)“‘- ‘P,,, ,,,(t> and a,,, ,I,_ ,, +,!, L = (- l>“‘- ‘a,,. Il,_ L. This 
implies that C, = 0 unless 12 and 1)~ are both odd, by direct evaluation of‘ 
C, = a ,, ?,1, ( , + ,u)/2. Similar arguments imply that C, = 0 unless 11 and r/i are 
both even, C, = 0 unless II is odd and no is even, and C, = 0 unless II is 
even and m is odd. 
We now compute the value of C, when n = 2 v + I and VI = 2 /_L + I 
for positive integers v and p. In the computations below, S’ stands for thca 
unit complex circle with positive orientation: 
C, = a n ,,I ( rt + ,,I )/’ 
I 11 / (1 + z)‘“(l - 2)“” (, 
2g-i s( =v+ll+l 
1 
/( 
_+2+ jV(,-,:l ;)@c 
27ri ~1 u 
1 




= ( _ 1)‘“’ - o/2 (n - l)!(m - l)! 
(!T+q!(E+q!(~ - 1)!. 
The last integral is standard and can be found, for example, in [2]. 
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We now compute the value of C, when n and m are both even. Once a 
complex interpretation for the combinatorial expression is obtained, computa- 
tions proceed as above: 
c a c, = - n, m, 1 
l<b<n+n-l L - (n + m)/2 
~+(n+m)/2(mod2) 
1 -1 CL&) =- 
/ 2 I Z(“+m)/2 dz 
(5 - l)!(Z - l)! 
= (_l)(‘“/z)-++n-3 n m 
( + - - 2 
We give a brief explanation for the integral interpretation used above. Our 
previous discussion shows that a,,, m,cn+mj,2 = 0, so that the residue at zero is 
zero and there are no logarithms in the term-by-term integration. When 
integrating, the terms corresponding to indices appearing in the summation 
remain, while the others cancel out. 
For C,, we have, when n is odd and m is even, 
c,=- c a n-m,‘ 
1grgn+m-1 ‘ - (n + ml/2 
/ 
1 
= -  
L&> d z  
_1 Z(n+mP 
n/2+i n+Zm-2 =(-1) 2 
(f-I)!(n+l-l)!(n-l)! 
ln - l\ ._ _ 
! J - !(n + m - l)! 2 
In the complex integral take, say, the negative imaginary axis as a cut and 
integrate indefinitely term by term with zero constant. The value of this 
integral at 1 is the required summation, and its value at - 1 is zero because 
terms cancel in pairs: term L cancels with term n + m - L. 
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Finally, notice that (- l)‘u,, m, L = --a,, “, ‘, so that we can deduce the 
value of C, from the value of C,: 
In order to obtain the expressions for g,(h) as in the statement of the 
theorem, recall that the surface V, of S”- ’ is given by 
I 
2W-‘)‘“((?I - 1)/2)! 
(n - l)! 
for n odd, 
v, = 
27r”12 
(n/2 - l)! 
for n even. 
The simple algebra is left to the reader. 
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